Clem M. Borkowski Leads Local
Investment Group ASI Capital Forward
Into Healthcare Sector
COLORADO SPRINGS – AUGUST 22, 2017 - ASI Capital
LLC, a private debt and equity firm based in Colorado
Springs, CO, now offers accredited investors direct
investments in private companies within the healthcare
sector. Clem M. Borkowski is Managing Partner at ASI
Capital. Mr. Borkowski has primary responsibility for
strategic direction for all healthcare and operating entity
transactions. He oversees the development, underwriting,
due diligence, deal structure and asset acquisition
strategies for all co-sponsorship investments. Clem
Borkowski routinely does site visits and third party
verifications on the companies and managers behind the
ASI owned assets. In addition he handles all legal,
regulatory compliance, and investor relations for ASI.
Mr. Borkowski has an extensive history of executive
management and financial industry experience. As a
sergeant in the United States Marine Corps he exhibited
great leadership and technical skill in his related fields.
His hands-on, day-to-day leadership approach provides him
the skills to troubleshoot potential issues and implement
solutions-mitigating any negative impact on investment
returns and asset values. His leadership skills have been
integral to the development of all of the operating
investments made to date.

Clem Borkowski managed stores for Best Buy, Inc. a
Fortune 100 retail store from 1994 to 1999. He was moved
to Colorado to manage several stores, implement inventory
controls, and grow market share. He went on to become an
independent financial advisor in 1999. As a financial 33
advisor he gained valuable experience analyzing personal
and company financials to assess investment risk and
earnings quality. While engaged as a financial advisor he
co-founded a private mortgage brokerage where he was
responsible for the placement of over $250 million in
residential and commercial loans. In 2010 he transitioned to
mortgage banking and later ended his career at one of the
largest privately held national mortgage bank to focus
exclusively on the inefficient private capital markets.
In 2009 Clem Borkowski co-founded a Registered
Investment Advisory firm specializing in alternative assets
and consulting Investment Advisors, institutional investors
and issuers where he currently holds a series 65 investment
advisor license. He serves on the Alumni Advisory board for
the Leadership Program of the Rockies, a non-profit
institute to develop and train emerging leaders across the
country.
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